Space-age power from Jetex
Best remembered by aeromodellers, Jetex motors came in
a range of sizes and accepted a solid-fuel propellant charge
that, when ignited by the wick, burned to provide a steady
thrust for 10-30 seconds or so via a small exhaust orifice.
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Ensign’s report 1st September 2012
After the disappointment of my steam plant earlier this year I felt sorely
in need of some retail therapy ...

Engel Type 212A model submarine
A special offer from Engel combined with a favourable exchange rate with the Euro meant I could not resist acquiring
this kit of the
Type 212A
modern German U-boat
in the deluxe
edition, complete with the
radio and optional retracts.
Depicted here as a work in progress, it most closely resembles the rare northern albino submarine.
The model uses a single 500ml piston tank and has various
fail-safe features for loss of signal, failing battery voltage and
dive depth in excess of 1.8m as well as a special dual pitch
controller and mixer unit for the X-tail. I hope to have it up
and running (or rather, down and running) in the spring.

Model portraits -5
Vince’s landing support ship forms this month’s subject. We
wish him a quick and full recovery from his recent accident.

Jetex 1950s
speedboat
with motor,
fuel charges
and wick.
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courtesy of
antiqythings
In 1930s England, the two Wilmot brothers Charles and John
teamed up with model-maker Joe Mansour to produce a series of innovative flying model aircraft under the FROG label.
When they produced a prototype rocket booster for these in
1940, the Air Ministry saw potential in it and brought in the
Development of Miscellaneous Weapons Department, headed by Commander Nevil Shute Norway, aeronautical engineer and novelist (refer January newsletter). An ICI chemist,
Alex Hutchinson, came up the guanidine nitrate formulation
that finally provided the relatively slow and cool combustion
needed for model propulsion. (below) 60s Jetex speedboat plan

Released to an eager market in 1948, Jetex motors caused
quite a sensation and reached the height of their popularity in the 1950s, when thousands of semi-scale Jetex powered models of jet aircraft (below) Jetex advert from 1966
were being made. From
the 1960s, their popularity
was in decline and by the
1970s they had all but disappeared, along with much
of the British toy industry.
Their impact on the model
boat scene was far less,
since most boats are content to have a propeller, but
as the illustrations show, a
number of Jetex-powered
model plans and ready-torun models were available.

